Is the fusion process the basis for growth, repair and aging?
Jacobson resonance sets in dual resonance electromagnetic interaction energies and gravitational potential. It states the equivalence mc2 = Bvl coulomb, where 1 is length of a biological string and v is the Galilean inertial velocity of said string through flux density B. The coulomb is a single unit of charge while c is the velocity of light. m is a quantum genetic or associated character contained as a ponderable body of mass within biological string. Jacobson resonance shows the possibility that within the framework of the human body physiological magnetic fields perhaps regulate crystalline lattices of critical molecules and, indeed, even deuterium atoms necessary for fusion; whereby the fusion process is thought to occur to promulgate physiological homeostasis via the production of energy in both chemical and physical processes. Said production of energy through the maintenance of crystalline lattice structure regulation may control growth, repair and aging. A clear model is given to explain how physiological magnetic fields function in multiple harmonic interactions, as well as how intrinsic biological electromagnetic fields (IBEMF's) are created by interaction of biological conductive string and the geomagnetic field.